Success Story

Sirius Helps Cascade
Lighten the Load of
Storage Migration

Another NetApp
solution delivered by:

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
Industry
Manufacturing
The challenge
Upgrade storage, consolidate SANs,
and standardize on one vendor for
efficiency.
The solution
Clustered NetApp® FAS3040 storage
system and NetApp Virtual File
Manager™ (VFM® ) software
Benefits
• Gained efficiency by consolidating
enterprise storage onto one platform with plenty of room to grow
• Simplified the migration from three
SANs to one with NetApp Virtual
File Manager software
• Reduced storage cutover time by
86% (one night versus the seven
nights required in the past)

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Headquartered just outside Portland, Oregon,
Cascade Corporation is a global leader in
the design, manufacture, and marketing of
materials-handling equipment and related
technologies. From its beginning as a small
machine shop in the early 1940s, Cascade
has grown to become the premier supplier of
lift-truck attachments and related products
to the world’s leading manufacturers of
forklifts and other lifting equipment, with
operations in North America, Europe, Asia,
Australia, and Africa. (www.cascorp.com)
THE CHALLENGE
As Cascade’s business has grown, so has
its IT infrastructure. At its Portland headquarters alone, the company operates 53
physical servers and 73 virtual servers,
and by mid-2007 was outgrowing its three
storage area networks (SANs) from NetApp,
IBM, and EMC.
Cascade’s network administrators decided
that, rather than continuing to maintain
multiple SAN systems, it was time to consider storage consolidation in their data
center. The resulting solution could be the
basis for the company’s enterprise-wide
storage strategy. So they turned to a trusted
advisor: their account executive at Sirius
Computer Solutions.

Cascade has been a Sirius client for more
than a decade, since acquiring an IBM®
AS/400 ® server that’s still in service today.
Sirius’s consultants offered expertise across
multiple vendors and technologies, including
NetApp’s hardware and software, allowing
Cascade to choose the complete storage
solution that best fit its unique needs.
Cascade was also an early NetApp adopter
and longtime customer, having installed its
first NetApp® storage system in 1994. By
2007, Cascade was on its fourth generation
of NetApp storage, but the company was
also using SANs from IBM and EMC for
network backup as well as for corporate
e‑mail and collaboration servers.
THE SOLUTION
The company investigated many options
to determine on which storage platform to
standardize the enterprise. One consideration was to bring in another storage system
from NetApp and grow the existing IBM
SAN. But Network Administrator Scott
Larsen researched replication technologies
for SAN data replication from the three
manufacturers and was most impressed with
NetApp’s solution. “NetApp’s replication
model really shone for replicating over the
WAN. Its low bandwidth requirements for
updating over the WAN convinced me that

“NetApp’s replication model really
shone for replicating over the WAN.
Its low bandwidth requirements for
updating over the WAN convinced
me that even if we weren’t already
a NetApp shop, NetApp definitely
had the edge in WAN replication
of SAN data.”
Scott Larsen
Network Administrator, Cascade

even if we weren’t already a NetApp shop,
NetApp definitely had the edge in WAN
replication of SAN data.”
To make a better-informed decision, members of Cascade’s IT team visited Sirius’s
Beaverton, Oregon, office to talk to Sirius
consultants about a variety of topics, including managing NetApp, clustering, clustering
options, and file paths. Larsen recalls, “Also
in the early stages we talked about VMware®
attaching to SAN resources, SAN storage,
how to lay out configurations, and more. Our
Sirius representative was more than willing
to introduce us to the company’s consultants, who could discuss some of these
ideas, go over technical details, and wrap
everything together using the integration
capabilities that Sirius provides.
“There are a lot of infrastructure and rela
tionship questions that you have to pose as
you’re building out this kind of infrastructure.
Most vendors are very focused on only their
products and what they’re going to be able
to work with you on. Using resources from
Sirius, we were able to come up with a
better design that showed us how this
solution would work best for Cascade. And
that made all the difference,” Larsen says.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
Overcoming the security migration
challenge
The biggest challenge that Larsen and the
Cascade IT team faced was moving the file
server data off the old NetApp storage and
onto the new NetApp system, because all
the stored data used local security permissions that existed only on the original storage file servers. In 2004, Cascade had
moved to a Microsoft ® security model, which
involves local groups on a file server. There
were many benefits, but one major drawback was that it was very difficult and time
consuming to migrate to a new file server.
Cascade needed an efficient way to migrate
to its new NetApp storage without struggling
with the security access control list.
Together with their Sirius account executive,
Cascade representatives attended a NetApp
seminar where they had an opportunity to
talk to an engineer from NetApp to discuss
the migration challenge and possible solutions.
The engineer explained that NetApp Virtual
File Manager software would be the perfect
solution. The Cascade administrators would
cut over using NetApp SnapMirror ®, and
VFM would take care of rebuilding the security access list on Cascade’s new file servers.

VFM runs on a Windows® server. It can be
used to perform data migration and replication and lifetime management on NetApp
storage, Windows file servers, and even
UNIX ® and Linux ® using the Network File
System (NFS) protocol. VFM lets administrators unify, manage, and optimize distributed
file servers without affecting users. Administrators can consolidate storage either on
existing systems or by using storage systems
from NetApp to create a single view across
the enterprise.
Another benefit that appealed to Cascade
was the solution’s ability to handle data
replications between different security areas
while still preserving security that would be
usable in both locations. VFM translates
security lists for the target, and allows
replication across heterogeneous file servers
between NetApp or Windows server platforms despite their being different types.
Using VFM, Cascade was able to move all
its data over with a minimum of overhead
and without the security nightmare of changing those access lists and security permissions. The value of that was immediately
obvious to Larsen: “The last time we did this
migration, I spent a week of nights reapplying permissions as we’d migrate one chunk

after another, to make sure they’d be ready
when staff came in the following morning.
This time I was able to do the cutover
midweek with only a few minor issues. It was
nothing like what we had dealt with before—
this time was really very smooth and easy.”

SOLUTION COMPONENTS
NetApp Products
One clustered FAS3040 storage
system, plus five DS14mk4 shelves
NetApp Virtual File Manager

ABOUT SIRIUS

Enterprise Edition software

Backed by 27 years of IT experience, Sirius
is a nationally-recognized Solution Provider
with a certified team of sales and technical
professionals who have the skills, product
knowledge, and commitment to help customers develop and implement the right
solution to solve their business needs.

NetApp CIFS, HTTP, SnapMirror,
and NFS software

Sirius is a NetApp STAR Partner. To learn
more about how Sirius can help you with
NetApp’s storage solutions or for other
business computing needs, please contact
your Sirius account executive, or visit www.
siriuscom.com.

Protocols
Fibre Channel and iSCSI

NetApp creates innovative storage and
data management solutions that accelerate
business breakthroughs and deliver
outstanding cost efficiency. Discover our
passion for helping companies around the
world go further, faster at www.netapp.com.
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